Status of Nightlies

Updated packages

- **SPI-2552**: Seaborn 0.13.2
- RooUnfold: 3.0.1 (and patched out coverage flags)

Python 3.11 (**SPI-2493**)

- Updated: pydantic (2.7.1, but will downgrade again), annotated_types, pydantic_core
- Fixed testing: now 50 test failures
Releases and Layers

- LCG_105b_LHCB_Core,7 (SPI-2548)
- LCG_105b_ATLAS_1,2 (SPI-2549)
- LCG_104d_ATLAS_15,16 (SPI-2550)
Other Issues

- **SPI-2538**: Parallel publication: Will parallelize by stack, so folder structure stays as is
  - *Might* have to split, e.g., debug stacks into dev4 dbg
- **SPI-2537**: MadGraph Showering Option Nonfunctional
- **SPI-2555**: lcginfo: migrating server to alma9, unexpectedly long downtime
- **SPI-2559**: Boost 1.85; this time dev3 first, then dev4?
- HEP_OSLibs updates: removing telnet
Round the table/AOB
Next Meeting

June 3, 2024
May 20 is Whit Monday